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in other ancient books ranging in time and space from the
Rig-Veda to the Lorica of Gildas the Briton,1 and the sentence
thus resolves itself into a warning against cutting one's nails
on a holy day, at any rate with iron. For iron was a new-
fangled thing, and religion notoriously feels that new-fangled
things are out of place. (Hence ancient Roman priests
shaved and cut their hair only with bronze ; hence Joshua
circumcised the people with knives of flint,2 and hence,
to give a comparatively modern parallel, the use of a crystal
burning-glass for kindling the new fire at Easter in the fifteenth
century Rituale of Bury St. Edmund's, instead of the
" modern " flint and steel; and the use of the flint and steel
for that purpose by the Roman church nowadays.3) But the
words " with bright iron" do not occupy an emphatic
position in the sentence, and probably Hesiod means that it
is safer not to cut one's nails on a holy day at all. The warning
is one, then, among the thousands of examples of superstition
attaching to nail-parings. Nail-parings are a part of one's
self, and so—thus reasons pre-Hellenic or pre-rationalist
man, all the world over—any harm done to them by an
enemy will harm their former owner even more surely than
the same magic worked over a bit of his clothing or an image
representing him. After all, we should still regard an insult
to someone's portrait as an insult to the person, though,
being well brought up, we should not imagine that it had done
him any real harm ; and to see how natural the even deeper
rooted feeling about nail-parings is to unsophisticated man,
we need only remember the surprising properties attributed
by many quite intelligent modern Europeans to the relics of
dead saints. The two feelings are obverse and reserve of the
same thing. " Hence," comments H. J. Rose on this passage,
" at Rome the parings of the Flamen Dialis' extremely holy
nails had to be put away not only out of sight, but under a
1	See Sinclair, ad loc., pp. 75-6.
2	On Rome, Servius, ad Aen. i, 448 ; Macrob., Sat. v, 19,13.   Joshua v, 2 ;
cf. G.B. 111, p. 227, for exactly the same taboo among the S.-W. African
Ovambo.
3	Ridgeway, Early Age of Greece, ii, p. 433, quoting M. R. James, The
Abbey of St. Edmund at Bury, p. 185.

